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Group Exercise Class Descriptions: 
 
Brick Bodies: Burn off calories with a combination of resistance training and aerobic exercises for a total body workout. 
This class offers modifications so it’s perfect for beginners. It is designed to be easy to follow and targets strength building 
as well as muscular endurance suitable for ALL abilities. 
 
Cardio Drums- We will be bringing together music, exercise balls, and drumsticks to give you one of the most fun 
workouts you’ll ever do! Move to the beat and burn hundreds of calories in this 30 minute session. Look forward to 
improving your focus and strengthening your muscles while making cardio more fun! No musical experience required! 
 
Chair Aerobics: A fun upbeat class to build your cardio fitness while seated in a chair. Get a chance to learn how to build 
stronger muscles with different exercise equipment. This class is open to all ages and fitness levels. 
 
Chair Express: This 30-minute class with get you moving! This class combines low intensity cardio exercises with seated 
strength training to help you increase blood flow, keep your joints active, and build strength. Every class is different and 
gives you to opportunity to use different pieces of equipment while building muscle endurance and strength. 
 
Easy Tai Chi: Come improve balance, agility, strength and coordination with this ancient form of martial arts. Tai Chi is 
“moving meditation” that is easy to follow so it’s perfect for everyone! 
 
Fit to the Core: A 30 minute group fitness class filled with exercises to strengthen and tighten your core. This moderate 
intensity class includes floor work. Exercises can be modified for any level.  
 
RPM: This is an indoor cycling class focusing on endurance, strength, intervals, high intensity, and recovery. Get your 
heart pumping and sweat flowing to the beat of the music in the fun and exciting class! 
 
Seated Yoga: Start where you are and do what you can. This class incorporates beginner level yoga postures to help 
improve stability, mobility and strength from a chair. Renew your energy and body! 
 
Silver Spin: An indoor cycling class created just for seniors! Come cruise with us as we climb small hills and pick up the 
pace to some funky old school music. 
 
The Climb: This indoor cycling class will simulate climbing a hill that will creep into a steep mountain by adding 
resistance. Don’t worry! You will also be coming down on the decline into recovery. 
 
Zumba: A fusion of international and Latin music that creates an exciting and effective fitness class! Come see why this 
type of fitness is loved across the nations! 
 
Zumba Gold: This form of Zumba is perfect for beginners! It offers the same experience as a regular Zumba class but at 
a slower pace incorporating total body dance moves! A perfect combo of strength training, cardio and FUN! 
 
Zumba TONING: This Zumba class utilizes muscle strengthening by incorporating lightweight toning sticks. This class 
was created to combine muscle work with rhythm! 
 
Boot Camp: Lose fat, tone up, build muscle, look great, and feel great! Join us in this early morning, booty kicking 
workout! This class is offered with modifications for every fitness level and allows you to go at your own pace using a 
variety of exercises and equipment. 
 
Insanity® by Beach Body:  NEW! This Beach Body program will get your heart pumping and whip you into shape. This is 
an intense 60-day cardio-based total body conditioning program by fitness trainer Shaun T. We will cycle through the 10 
workout DVD’s provided during this hour of class. Videos range from 30 minutes to 60 minutes depending on the video. 
*DVD’s will be available for use during staffed hours for all members when other classes are not taking place in our group fitness area 
so you can take full benefit of the program.  
 

*All classes can be modified to meet any fitness level. Classes described above include a warm up period at the beginning of 
class and cool down segment at the end of class. We encourage all participants to arrive to class on time and to stay through 
the cool down period** 


